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Public Records Case Against the ACC at Superior Court

          A couple weeks ago the judge in my public records lawsuit against the Arizona Corporation 
Commission (ACC) surprised everyone by sending me a copy of the documents that the ACC had sent 
him for review. These are documents that the ACC had redacted. In the version the judge got from the 
ACC the documents were unredacted so he could determine if the redactions the ACC had made were 
legitimate.

          In his Order that accompanied the copy of unredacted documents that he sent me, the judge gave 
no explanation except to say that the Court thought it "appropriate" that I should have a copy. As far as 
I know, it is unprecedented for the Plaintiff (me) in such a case to receive unredacted documents like 
this.

          In his Order, the judge also forbade me from distributing the documents. So I cannot quote 
directly from them.

         I will say that the documents confirm what I have said all along during this saga -- the ACC 
redacts largely because it can. Almost all the redactions I saw are completely bogus and, in my opinion,
illegal. Many are downright ridiculous, as in Why did they bother? Oh that's right, because they can.

          I did find a few juicy bits, but they are mostly of an embarrassing nature and not anything that 
would have someone led away in handcuffs. That said, I do think the redactions are illegal, and that the 
perpetrators belong in jail. I gave the ACC three chances to get my public records request right and all 
they did was stonewall.

          Concealing Public Records with intent to deceive is a class 6 felony (1 year jail). Secreting "the 
whole or any part thereof" of a Public Record is a class 4 felony (2 & 1/2 years jail).

Woodward v. Brnovich at the Arizona Supreme Court

          A couple weeks ago I received notice from the Arizona Supreme Court that my case against 
Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich was "continued." I did not know exactly what that meant but 
it certainly sounded better than "discontinued." It turns out it means that they are still considering the 
case.

          This is the case I brought against AZ AG Brnovich seeking to compel him to do his job, follow 
the law, and begin proceedings against ACC commissioner Robert Burns for usurping office. Burns 
was a registered lobbyist for an outfit that supported telecom legislation beneficial to companies that 
the ACC regulates. He held that position both during his campaign and after his election to the ACC. 
Conflict of interest law specific to the ACC forbids that.

          In addition to my complaint against commissioner Burns, the AG office has ignored various 
other complaints I have lodged with them over the years. For example they were not at all interested 
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that I had proof of felony Public Records Law violations at the ACC. No search warrants or subpoenas 
were ever issued in the ACC whistleblower case, a story that broke well over a year ago. Heck, the AG 
office doesn't even care that ACC commissioner Bob Stump destroyed state property by throwing away
his phone in what many think was a lame attempt to also destroy the Public Records stored in it. For 
these and similar reasons I have long suspected corruption at the AZ AG office. 

          Recently, I read an affidavit by a former investigator at the AG office that fueled my suspicion. It
is very long and very detailed, but if you like reading real-life crime dramas you might want to take the 
time, or at least scroll down to the Conclusion which covers all the bases, and thoroughly so.

          Dan Woods is a former FBI special agent, former technical operations officer at the CIA, and 
former AZ AG Assistant Chief. He has an excellent record. While at the AG office he spent something 
like 4 years investigating a convoluted white collar criminal conspiracy that involved numerous people,
both in Arizona and California. Woods' investigation resulted in multiple indictments and plea 
agreements. But when his investigation led him to a powerful AZ law firm, the investigation was 
abruptly halted by his superiors, and his employment at the AZ AG office was terminated. Read it and 
judge for yourself if the AZ AG office is corrupt.  
https://arizonadailyindependent.com/2016/05/19/former-special-agent-tells-arizona-supreme-court-of-
brnovich-corruption/ 

"Smart" meter related Lawsuit at Court of Appeals

          No news in my case against the ACC for, among other things, violating various laws in their 
"smart" meter decision of over a year ago. Just waiting for a decision. This is the case that got stalled 
because of a bogus jurisdictional issue.
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http://archive.azcentral.com/persistent/icimages/news/ACC_whistleblower_letter_02-18-15.pdf
https://arizonadailyindependent.com/2016/05/19/former-special-agent-tells-arizona-supreme-court-of-brnovich-corruption/
https://arizonadailyindependent.com/2016/05/19/former-special-agent-tells-arizona-supreme-court-of-brnovich-corruption/

